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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
The Naval Ordnance laboratory Administration Buildi ng is being considered for designation on the

Moster PIon for Historic Preservation in Montgomery County, Maryland as part of the White Oak Science
Gateway Master Plan.
As discussed in this staff report, Historic Preservation staff recommends that the Naval Ordnance
l aboratory Administration Bu ilding be:
•

added to the Locational Atlas and Index of Historic Sites in Montgomery County, Maryland as an
interim measure to protect the resource prior to designation; and

•

designated on the Master Plan of Historic Preservation .

Thi S staff report presents background, an analysis, photos and images, and the Draft Amendment map,
text, and photos. The staff report and research forms may be found on line at
www.montgomeryplanning.orgjhistoric.
referenced materials.

Eligibility criteria are listed in t he Appendix along with other

LOCATION
The resource known historically as the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building is located on
an approximately 610-acre parcel (P700) east of New Hampshire Avenue (MD 650) between the Beltway
(I-495) and Colesville Road/Columbia Pike (US 29) in the White Oak area of Silver Spring, Maryland. The
building’s address is 10903 New Hampshire Avenue, and the parcel’s tax account ID is 05-00280622.
Currently, the building is known as Building 1 in the new U.S. Food and Drug Administration White Oak
Campus, within the Federal Research Center. The parcel is owned by the federal government and its
legal description is Civil Case 2296 966/342 NOL. The resource number is 33/25-1.
BACKGROUND
Naval Ordnance Laboratory Origins: The Naval Ordnance Laboratory had its origins in 1919 in an
operation called the Mine Building at the Washington Navy Yard in southeast Washington, DC. After the
Experimental Ammunition Unit joined the operation in 1929, the operation was renamed the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory. World War II prompted an increased demand for weapons’ research and
development. In response, in 1944 the Navy purchased a large tract straddling Prince George’s and
Montgomery Counties in White Oak to expand facilities.1 All operations of the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory in Washington, DC were transferred there by 1948.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory Building Program: Ultimately, the federal installation at White Oak
contained over three hundred buildings, many designed for specialized engineering functions. Buildings
were laid out in distinct groups to allow functions to be separated and isolated. Building groups
included administration and laboratories, magnetics testing, explosives storage and testing, ballistics,
small-scale explosives testing, and hazardous material storage. Most buildings were constructed
between 1945 and 1954. The Administration Building was constructed in 1946 within the administration
and laboratory group and was one of four interconnected buildings. The building was designed by
Eggers and Higgins, as discussed later in this staff report.
Naval Ordnance Laboratory Name Changes: The Naval Ordnance Laboratory’s name was changed to
the Naval Surface Weapons Center in 1974 after the Naval Weapons Laboratory in Dahlgren, Virginia,
was merged with it. In 1987, the name was changed to the Naval Surface Warfare Center. During its
tenure on the site, the laboratory also was informally called the White Oak Laboratory.
Closure and Redevelopment: In 1995, the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission
recommended that the Naval Surface Warfare Center be closed, and its personnel, equipment, and
operations transferred elsewhere. The property was transferred to the General Services Administration
1

The site acreage was reduced over time. In 1969, about 137 acres in the south-central portion of the site were
transferred to the Department of the Army for construction of the Harry Diamond Laboratories (now the US Army
Adelphi Laboratory). In 1996, about 22 vacant acres in the southeastern corner were transferred to the U.S. Army.
By 1997, when the Naval Ordnance Laboratory was closed, the site was about 732 acres.
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in 1997 and renamed the Federal Research Center at White Oak. The General Services Administration
the Food and
and Federal Drug Administration then began evaluating whether to construct consolidated facilities for
the Food and
the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) on a portion of the site. 2 Construction of the consolidated FDA
facilities began in 2001 and is still underway as of the writing of this staff report. The construction and
expansion of the FDA headquarters necessitated removal of many Naval Ordnance Laboratory buildings
and structures.3
Historic Resource Surveys: The Naval Ordnance Laboratory and Administration Building are not listed
on the original 1976 Locational Atlas and Index of Historic Sites in Montgomery County Maryland.4 They
are represented in historical surveys prepared from 1992 to 1997 to support the evaluation of whether
to close the Naval Surface Warfare Center and construct consolidated FDA facilities. Based on
information in one of these surveys, the Maryland Historical Trust in 1997 found that the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory Historic District was eligible for listing on the National Register.5 Subsequently, a
Section 106 consultation was undertaken.
Memoranda of Agreement: The Maryland Historic Trust, Federal Drug Administration, General Services
Administration, and others signed several Memoranda of Agreement starting in 2000 to ensure that
Food and
measures were implemented to minimize or mitigate the adverse impacts of the Federal Drug
Administration consolidation on the historic resources within the site. The 2000 Memorandum of
Agreement for the FDA consolidation specified that certain contributing resources be retained, including
2

The Federal Research Center at White Oak is about 662 acres, 622 of which are within Montgomery County and
Food and
40 of which are in Prince George’s County. The Federal Drug Administration Consolidation is on a 130-acre portion
of the Federal Research Center site and is within Montgomery County.
3

A Final Environmental Impact Statement from 1997 and a Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
from 2005 noted that construction of the FDA Headquarters at White Oak would cause adverse impacts to on-site
cultural resources . A Final Supplemental Impact Statement from 2009 assessed the impacts of expansion of the
consolidated headquarters at White Oak.
4

However, a 1995 MNCPPC publication notes that “Eggers and Higgens received many commissions in the
Washington DC metropolitan area in the 1940s and 1950s, and would also design the original buildings of the
Naval Surface Warfare Center…These buildings were highly representative of the firm’s nationally renowned
modern Neo-classical design and, with the perspective of additional time, may well be considered to possess public
architectural significance and historical importance for their association with the federal government’s
decentralization policies during the Cold War era.” MNCPPC, Montgomery County Planning Department/Design,
Zoning & Preservation Division, Background Report: Historic Resources of the Eastern Montgomery County Master
Plan Areas (August 1995), page 18.
5

Christopher Martin and David Berg, Maryland Historic Trust State Historic Sites Inventory Form M: 33-25 -- Naval
Ordnance Laboratory Historic District (February 1997); Maryland Historical Trust NR-Eligibility Review Form,
M:33-25 Naval Ordnance Laboratory (June 6, 1997); letter dated June 6, 1997 From J. Rodney Little, Maryland
State Historic Preservation Office, to Andrea Mones-O-Hara, Historic Preservation Officer, General Services
Administration, National Capital Region; all at
http://www.mdihp.net/dsp_search.cfm?search=property&id=17973&viewer=true&requestTimeout=6000.
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Building 1 (the Administration Building), the fire station portion of Building 100, and the flagpole with a
redesigned circle to be located in front of Building 1. The Memorandum also specified that historic
structures within the entire Federal Research Center be documented and recorded to certain
standards.6
Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building Renovation: Pursuant to the Memoranda of
Agreement, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building was retained and renovated as part
of the FDA headquarters consolidation. The renovated building was dedicated on December 18, 2008
and was the seventh structure completed for the FDA headquarters consolidation at White Oak. The
building contains approximately 102,000 s.f. and houses the FDA’s Office of the Commissioner and
related executive functions. The building earned a U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED NC 2.0 Gold
certification in 2010. KlingStubbins in Association with RTKL, Washington DC were the design architects
and engineers.7
DESCRIPTION
Parcel: The parcel within which the Naval Ordnance Administration Building is located is composed of a
landscape of woodlands and open spaces, punctuated by groupings of buildings and structures, many of
which are being removed. The Paint Branch, West Farm Branch, and other unnamed tributaries of the
Paint Branch flow through the parcel. The topography is generally rolling. The parcel is within the
eastern edge of the fall line between the Piedmont Plateau and the Coastal Plain.
Building: The Naval Ordnance Administration Building faces southwest toward New Hampshire Avenue
and is highly visible from the public right of way. The building is the major public face of the now
Food and
defunct Naval Ordnance Laboratory, the new Federal Drug Administration Headquarters, and the entire
Federal Research Center. Situated approximately 975 feet from New Hampshire Avenue, the building is
accessed via a linear drive (Mahan Road), which forms the main entrance to the Federal Research
Center. A flagpole from the USS Maine8 stands within a relocated traffic circle (Mahan Court) directly in
front of the building. Pedestrian access for employees only is off the traffic circle via a newly
constructed, partially below- grade, secure entry pavilion that has replaced the steps that once led up to
the main entrance. As at the Bethesda Naval Hospital, a golf course, now preserved as open space,
spreads out in front of the building, creating a stately setting for the building. The former steps,
separated into component blocks, have been relocated to the southeast side of the Administration
6

U.S. Food and Drug Administration Headquarter Consolidation, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement, March 2005, prepared by the General Services Administration in cooperation with the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, page 3-34.
7

U.S. Food and Drug Administration Press Release, December 18, 2008, Historic Building One Dedicated at FDA’s
White Oak Federal Research Center, retrieved January 17, 2012 at
http://www.fda.gov.NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/2008/UCM116996.htm.
8

Martin and Berg, Op. Cit., Section 7 (Description) Continuation Sheet 2, citing a telephone interview of Kenneth
Caudle, Betty Gay, John Tino, and Bob Voisinet by David C. Berg of Greenhorne and O’Mara on January 28, 1997.
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Building, near Building 31, which has community meeting space and several history displays. The steps
now function as an outdoor art installation commemorating the history of the Naval Ordnance Lab.
The Administration Building is generally rectangular in plan, with two wings that extend laterally from a
tripartite central entrance, and two front-projecting ells at either end of the wings. Along the rear
(northeast) façade, an arcade connects to Building 2, both newly constructed. The Administration
Building is three stories and flat-roofed, with the central entrance section higher than the wings and ells.
The central entrance section is topped with a very small fourth story, probably for utilities.
The exterior of the Administration Building is clad primarily in red brick laid in a Flemish Bond, with
alternating headers and stretchers. Cornices, copings, window surrounds, watertable, and the
projecting tripartite central entrance are limestone. New cladding around the side entrance on the
southeast façade and along part of the rear (northeast) façade within the new arcade is also limestone.
The newly constructed submerged entry pavilion that replaced the central stairs is topped with both an
upswept metal canopy and a glass roof to allow light into the interior. The canopy is supported by rosecolored granite-faced pillars alternating with five glass double doors. Granite-faced walls of the same
color extend laterally from either side of the new entry pavilion, acting as retaining walls for plantings
above. The new entry pavilion and lateral walls are low and unobtrusive and are a sensitive
replacement for the original central stairs.
Fenestration in the main block is stacked and recessed. Compatible replacement awning-style windows
alternate with dark stone panels, creating vertical columnar voids that contrast with the red brick of the
wings and ells and the limestone of the central entrance. Underneath the stacked windows in the
central entrance are three wooden double doors, each door containing four stacked lights.
Incised on the limestone above the tripartite central entrance are the words, “Naval Ordnance
Laboratory.” A cornerstone incised with “1946” is located on the central entrance façade to the
northwest of the three wooden double-door entries.
The sleek interior lobby and public spaces maintain many original features including metal and brass
grates, vents, and railings, and beige and rose-colored marble walls and floors.
The Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building evidences strict symmetry, limited
ornamentation, and restrained classicism. This style, sometimes called “Modern Classicism” (or
“Stripped Classicism”), was popular for government buildings built in the late 1930s and 1940s,
particularly in the Washington DC area. The building resembles Paul Philippe Cret’s Federal Reserve
Building (1937) on Constitution Avenue in Washington, DC. Like the Federal Reserve Building, the
Administration Building gives the overall impression of a one-story classical temple.
The condition of the Administration building is excellent. Although alterations have been made, they
are sympathetic, and the building maintains a high level integrity.
FDA Campus: As noted, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building was originally part of a
complex of four interconnected buildings within the larger administration and laboratories group at the
5

front of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory White Oak Campus. While the Administration Building was
retained, most of the buildings within the administration and laboratories group were razed and
replaced by new buildings for the FDA campus. The new buildings echo the brick and limestone facades,
stacked fenestration, and low massing of the Administration Building. They are arranged in a roughly
symmetrical campus plan, and the Administration Building maintains its central prominent location.
ANALYSIS
Architectural Significance: Staff finds that the Naval Ordinance Laboratory Administration Building has
architectural significance.
Architecturally, the resource is highly representative of the Modern Classicism of federal buildings from
the late 1930s and 1940s, exhibiting hallmark features of the style, including classical composition,
implied classical design elements, planar walls, and limited ornamentation.
Modern Classicism was an economical and sober interpretation of the Beaux-Arts-inspired classical
idiom favored for much federal architecture from the 1890s to 1940s. Modern Classicism retained
classical principles of symmetry and composition (through the use of tripartite facades, plans, and
design elements), while flattening and reducing design elements to simple two-dimensional
geometric forms. Classical design elements such as columns and capitols were no longer
incorporated into facades but instead were merely suggested, usually through manipulation of
fenestration and wall surfaces. Limited Art Deco influence often is seen in the style’s planar walls,
linear ornamentation, and stepped design features.
The overall restraint and economy of Modern Classicism was thought to be appropriate during the
Depression and WWII years, when the federal government embarked on a large and urgent public
building program to reduce unemployment and meet growing defense needs. Modern Classicism
was originally advocated for public buildings by the Office of the Supervising Architect, most notably
by Louis A. Simon. The Office of the Supervising Architect was the federal agency within the U.S.
Treasury Department tasked with designing or commissioning federal buildings between 1852 and
1939. The style was used for major military and civilian federal buildings throughout the 1930s and
1940s, but gradually was abandoned as an appropriate American civic architecture after it became
associated with various totalitarian regimes in Europe and Asia.

Few federal buildings in Montgomery County exhibit Modern Classicism. One example is the Bethesda
Naval Hospital Tower Block (1939-41), designed by internationally recognized architect Paul Philippe
Cret, a main proponent of Modern Classicism. The Bethesda Naval Hospital Tower Block is on the
National Register of Historic Places and was designated on the Master Plan for Historic Preservation in
Montgomery County, Maryland in 1979.
Prior to the 1930s, Montgomery County had few buildings designed by trained architects, and fewer still
from nationally known firms. The Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building (1946) was
designed by Eggers and Higgins, a prominent New York firm with a national practice. Otto Reinhold
6

Eggers (1882-1964) and Daniel Paul Higgins (1886 - 1953) worked for many years in the practice of
renowned architect John Russell Pope (1874 - 1937), first as associates and from 1922 as partners.
Pope, along with Stanford White, Charles McKim, William Mead, and Daniel Burnham, was an advocate
in the early twentieth century of Beaux Arts Classicism for major civic buildings. After Pope’s death,
Eggers and Higgins reorganized the firm under their own names. The firm had many commissions and
was responsible for the construction phase of Pope’s Jefferson Memorial (1939) and the National
Gallery (1941), as well as the design of the Dirksen Senate Office Building (1958), a late Modern
Classicism building.
With its imposing design, prominent location, and national designers, Eggers and Higgins’ Naval
Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building helped established the suburbs of eastern Montgomery
County as an upcoming neighborhood. The federal government chose the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
site in part because of its easy access to Washington DC and proximity to land for new housing and
shopping for federal workers. Thus the building quickly became the symbol of the neighborhood, and
with its high visibility off a major thoroughfare, remains an area landmark to this day.
Conclusion: Therefore staff finds that the Naval Ordnance Laboratory meets the following criteria from
Section 24A-3b of the Historic Preservation Ordinance (Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A. Historic
Resources Preservation): 2a. embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type (Modern Classicism), and
2e. represents an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood, community, or County.
(See Appendix A for criteria.)
Historical Significance: Staff also finds that the Naval Ordinance Laboratory Administration Building has
historical significance.
Historically, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building, as one of the last remaining original
buildings dating to the origins of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in White Oak and certainly its most
visually prominent, is representative of the nationally important role of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory
in weapons research, testing, and development. The mission of the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in 1945,
when the first established at White Oak, was to:
conduct research, design, development, test, and technical evaluation of ordnance materials,
components, assemblies and systems, principally in the fields of fuzes, explosives, warheads,
mines, depth charges, torpedoes, bombs and missiles.9
Further, the Naval Ordnance Laboratory is known for other advances in science and its association with
prominent national scientists and German scientists who were brought to the facility after WWII. For
further information on the historical (and architectural) significance of the Naval Ordnance Lab, see
Appendix B.

9

Christopher Martin and David Berg, MIHP Research Form MC: 33-25 Naval Ordnance Laboratory Historic District,
1977, citing Joseph P. Smaldone, History of the White Oak Laboratory, 1945-1975 (Naval Surface Weapons Center:
Silver Spring, MD), 1977.
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The Naval Ordnance Laboratory also spurred the transformation of the White Oak area from a rural
enclave to an emerging suburban community, and illustrates the results of the federal government’s
policy during and following WWII of dispersing governmental operations that were vulnerable to attack
to sites outside but near Washington DC. As noted in one publication,
the immediate imprint of the [Naval Ordnance Laboratory’s] construction was felt in the Burnt
Mills Knolls neighborhood where it was estimated that 60 percent of the new houses developed
around Schindler Drive by 1954, named in honor of the Navy laboratory’s former chief Admiral
Water Schindler, were purchased by laboratory employees. In 1973, the [Naval Ordnance
Laboratory] employed 2,542 persons.10
Conclusion: Therefore, staff finds that the Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration Building meets
the following criteria from MCC Chapter 24A (Historic Resources Preservation): 1a. has character,
interest, or value as part of the development, heritage or cultural characteristics of the County, State, or
Nation; and 1c. is identified with a person or group of persons who influenced society. (See Appendix A
for criteria.)
Public Benefits and Public Interest Considerations: The Master Plan for Historic Preservation states that
the Historic Preservation Commission should identify any public benefits that might result from
designating a resource, including that it might be highly visible.11 Staff notes that the Administration
Building is highly visible. Staff also finds that designation would not compromise any other known public
interests. 12
Locational Atlas: The resource under review was not previously identified on the Locational Atlas and
Index of Historic Sites. Placement on the Locational Atlas gives a resource interim protection until such
time as it may be designated on the Master Plan for Historic Preservation. That interim protection is the
Moratorium on Alteration or Demolition provision of the Historic Preservation Ordinance (MCC Sec
24A-10). Updates to the Locational Atlas may be done by the Planning Board. Staff therefore
recommends that the resource should be added to the Locational Atlas.
Environmental Setting: See the Draft Amendment map and text later in this staff report for depiction
and information about the recommended environmental setting.

10

MNCPPC, Background Report: Historic Resources of the Eastern Montgomery County Master Plan Areas, Op. Cit.,
page 18.
11

Master Plan for Historic Preservation (MNCPPC: September 1979), page 21.

12

It should be noted that state and federal facilities are not subject to local laws, and thus local designation is
primarily honorific.
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PHOTOS AND IMAGES

Naval Ordnance Laboratory Administration and Laboratories Group, Historic View, ca. 1947, with
Administration Building at front

Food and

Federal Drug Administration Consolidated Headquarters White Oak Campus Plan, with Administration
Building on left at terminus of traffic circle
9

Food and

Above -- Federal Drug Administration
Campus Master Plan – Completion
Status 9.2011. Building 1 is the Naval
Ordnance Administration Building
Left -- Aerial, 2011
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Front façade, partial view, with flagpole and partially submerged new entry, 2011

Front (southwest) façade, tripartite central entry, inscribed with words “Naval Ordnance Laboratory”,
2011
11

Looking toward northwest façade of southeastern ell, 2011

Southeast façade with limestone panels where connector wing once
stood, 2011
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Main lobby, 2011
Main lobby and front entrance
windows, 2011
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Brass fretwork in main lobby, 2011

Stairwell with added railing (for code purposes), rear public stairwell lobby, 2011
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ORDNANCE

DRAFT AMENDMENT MAP, TEXT, AND PHOTO FOR THE NAVAL ORDINANCE LABORATORY
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
Map:

Thick Red Line = Environmental Setting Boundary

Environmental
Setting
Boundary
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Text and Photo:

(Resource 33/25-1)

ORDNANCE

NAVAL ORDINANCE LABORATORY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 10903 New Hampshire Avenue
The Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) Administration Building is located on parcel (P700) east of New Hampshire
Avenue (MD 650) between the Beltway (I-495) and Colesville Road (US 29) in Silver Spring. Currently, the
Administration Building is known as Building 1 in the new U.S. Food and Drug Administration White Oak Campus,
within the Federal Research Center. The Administration Building is significant architecturally and historically. It is
a highly representative example of the late Art Deco “Modern Classicism” popular in the Washington DC
metropolitan area for federal buildings in the late 1930s and 1940s. This style is identified by its symmetry,
classicism, and restrained ornamentation. The building was designed in 1946 by Eggers and Higgins, a nationally
prominent firm that also designed the Dirksen Senate Office Building and that was the successor to the firm of
prominent architect, John Russell Pope. Montgomery County contains few examples of Federal facilities exhibiting
Modern Classicism, most notably the Bethesda Naval Hospital. Historically, the Administration Building is
representative of the NOL, which operated on this site in White Oak from 1945 to 1997, after which it was closed
and personnel, equipment, and operations dispersed. The NOL contributed significantly to national weapons
research, development, and testing in the postwar era. Prominent scientists are associated with it, including
German scientists who were brought here after WWII. The NOL helped transform White Oak from a rural to
suburban area. The NOL Administration Building became a symbol of the new neighborhood of federal workers
that grew around it, and with its highly visible and prominent location, is still an area landmark.
Tax Account ID: 05-280622
Zoning: RE-2
Criteria: 1a, 1c, 2a, 2e
Environmental Setting: Approximately 10.5 acres, as depicted on the map. The setting is roughly rectangular, and
runs along the parcel boundary at New Hampshire Avenue (unless the Master Plan right-of-way extends into the
parcel, in which case along the Master Plan right-of-way); along the rear wall of the Administration Building,
extending in a straight line to the northwest and southeast; along the southeastern-most wall plane of Building 21,
connecting the New Hampshire Avenue and rear environmental setting boundaries in a straight line; and along the
northwestern-most wall plane of Building 31, connecting the New Hampshire Avenue and rear environmental
setting boundaries in a straight line. The setting includes the Administration Building (contributing), flagpole from
the USS Maine (contributing), traffic circle and axial entrance drive, open space to either side of the drive, and a
commemorative installation along the southeast façade featuring former entry steps to the building. Preserving
the vista from the street, open aspect, flagpole, and front facades are most important for this resource.
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APPENDIX A
CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION
Per Section 24A-3b of the Historic Preservation Ordinance (MCC Chapter 24A. Historic Resources
Preservation), the following criteria shall be applied when considering historic resources for designation
as historic sites or historic districts on the Master Plan for Historic Preservation:
(1)

Historical and cultural significance. The historic resource:

a. Has character, interest or value as part of the development, heritage or cultural
characteristics of the county, state or nation;
b.

Is the site of a significant historic event;

c.

Is identified with a person or a group of persons who influenced society; or

d. Exemplifies the cultural economic, social, political or historic heritage of the county and its
communities.
(2)

Architectural and design significance. The historic resource:
a.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method of construction;

b.

Represents the work of a master;

c.

Possesses high artistic values;

d. Represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction; or
e. Represents an established and familiar visual feature of the neighborhood, community or
county due to its singular physical characteristic or landscape.
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APPENDIX B
Excerpt: MIHP RESEARCH FORM M: 33-25 NAVAL ORDINANCE LABORATORY
HISTORIC DISTRICT, Significance
(from Christopher Martin and David Berg, Maryland Historic Trust State Historic Sites Inventory Form
M: 33-25 – Naval Ordnance Laboratory Historic District (February 1997) at
http://www.mdihp.net/dsp_search.cfm?search=property&id=17973&viewer=true&requestTimeout=60
00)
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